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There are many functions and events organized where people rejoice together when the clock
strikes twelve midnight on the 31st of December. This is the sole purpose of new year party events
organized by various groups and companies. People enjoy delicious food and wine at such parties
as they wait impatiently for the new year to arrive. There are many cultural events also organized at
such parties which include songs, dance, mimicry and comedy. There are many film personalities,
stage and television artists who can be spotted at such functions and they give their special
performances also. New Year performances by film stars are very popular in the recent times and
form an integral part of new year party activities.  The New Year celebrations include sending gifts
and cards to our near and dear ones. We wish them luck and good wishes for the coming year. It is
also a time to set new goals and resolutions for our self for the year ahead. We also try to forgive
people against whom we have a grudge and look forward to mending our relationships with them.

There is another very popular way of new years eve celebration where in people plan to travel to
different destinations and enjoy the celebrations at a different place. Normally people choose tourist
destinations where they go to a pub or a discotheque to rejoice and welcome the New Year. Some
people also love to enjoy a calm and serene environment in a resort and step into the year with their
family in a silent way. The resorts also offer a lot of entertainment on special occasions. One of the
special occasions is a new year. They organize various games which allow people to participate.
There are magic shows and film screenings done which offer a lot of excitement for the guests.
People also enjoy food and wine at the poolside. People love to go to a resort to relax and do things
whenever they feel like.

Some people also plan to go for new year eve cruises, There are many travel companies which
chalk out new year cruises special packages at very attractive rates. These packages offer stay at a
hotel, air fares, and sightseeing and dining also in some cases. They are offered on per person or a
couple bases for a specific number of days and nights. Some packages offered in the market are
really good and they offer value for money. They make our celebrations a memorable experience
with no hassles and extra comfort. The travel companies offer these new year cruises within the
country or outside the country. Some people plan for a trip across two or three countries or may be
cover the prominent places of an entire continent. The New Year celebration is an occasion which
everyone looks forward to. It marks the beginning of a new year and also signifies making new
beginnings in one's life leaving behind the past and looking forward to the future with a new hope in
the year ahead. Hence it is indeed a universal celebration as people across the globe welcome the
New Year in a very warm way and hope to pursue and achieve whatever they wish to have in their
lives.'
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Siddharthg - About Author:
Welcome a new year 2012 with arranging new year party and plan for a new years eve, new year
cruises and new year breaks. Send someone a gorgeous a new year gift.
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